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Hence, this site provides for you to cover your issue. We show you some referred publications Advanced
Chip Design, Practical Examples In Verilog By Mr Kishore K Mishra in all kinds and also themes. From
typical writer to the renowned one, they are all covered to provide in this website. This Advanced Chip
Design, Practical Examples In Verilog By Mr Kishore K Mishra is you're hunted for publication; you merely
have to go to the web link page to receive this website and after that choose downloading and install. It will
certainly not take often times to obtain one publication Advanced Chip Design, Practical Examples In
Verilog By Mr Kishore K Mishra It will certainly depend upon your web link. Simply purchase as well as
download the soft file of this book Advanced Chip Design, Practical Examples In Verilog By Mr Kishore K
Mishra

From the Back Cover
"This is a valuable addition to the rather scant practical guides available today for digital designers. What is
impressive about this book is the range covered - 700 pages of insights in various aspects of digital design
from basic Verilog to complex issues like DMA, arbitration, clock design including practical guide to
optimizations for throughput, power, and performance. This book will be indispensable not only to those
who are starting out their careers in digital design, but to experienced professionals who are looking for
insights in areas they have not worked before."

Venktesh Shukla, EDA Veteran and President, TIE Silicon Valley

About the Author
Kishore Mishra started his career as a design engineer working on Ethernet chip design almost 20 years back
at Allied Telesyn, International. Since then, he has worked on chip design and architecture in multinational
companies such as Texas Instruments and Intel Corporation. His interest and work has been in the area of
chipset development, PCI Express, SATA, DDR, and power management/power savings in chip design.

He received his undergraduate degree in Electrical Engineering from NIT, Rourkela, India, and his MSEE
from University of Toledo, OHIO.

Kishore co-founded IP (Intellectual Property) company, ASIC Architect, Inc. in 2004 where he architected
and designed leading PCI Express and SATA controller IPs. As CEO at ASIC Architect, Inc., he led the
company with development and deployment of leading edge IPs. ASIC Architect, Inc. was acquired by
Gennum Corporation in 2008 where he led productization of PCI Express Switch IP as Director of
Engineering, digital IP group. The Switch IP has been used by some of the largest multinational companies
and has been in volume production.

He has presented papers in conferences on multiple occasions and holds three US patents. He, for the last
three years, has focused on writing this book with a goal to keep it simple yet effective and bring it to the



budding as well as practicing engineers. Currently he is architecting the DDR line of products at a start-up
company in Silicon Valley.
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Designing a complex ASIC/SoC is similar to learning a language well and then creating a masterpiece using
experience, imagination, and creativity. Digital design starts with RTL such as Verilog or VHDL, but it is
only the beginning. A complete designer needs to have a good understanding of the Verilog language, digital
design techniques, system architecture, IO protocols, and hardware-software interaction that I call the five
rings of chip design.

This book is the result of 20 years of experience and passion for chip design, love for the Verilog language,
three years of focused research, and a genuine desire to share the practical design world with students and
practicing engineers. I sincerely believe that you are not only going to get a jump-start, but also keep using
this book for the rest of your career. A must digital design and Verilog book and a trusted companion that
covers the five rings with plenty of real-world Verilog examples.
 
The book is broadly divided into two sections - chapters 1 through 10, focusing on the digital design aspects
and chapters 11 through 20, focusing on the system aspects of chip design.

Chapter 3 focuses on the synthesizable Verilog constructs, with examples on reusable design (parameterized
design, functions, and generate structure). Chapter 5 describes the basic concepts in digital design - logic
gates, truth table, De Morgan's theorem, set-up and hold time, edge detection, and number system. Chapter 6
goes into details of digital design explaining larger building blocks such as LFSR, scrambler/descramblers,
parity, CRC, Error Correction Codes (ECC), Gray encoding/decoding, priority encoders, 8b/10b encoding,
data converters, and synchronization techniques.
 
Chapter 7 and 8 bring in advanced concepts in chip design and architecture - clocking and reset strategy,
methods to increase throughput and reduce latency, flow-control mechanisms, pipeline operation, out-of-
order execution, FIFO design, state machine design, arbitration, bus interfaces, linked list structure, and LRU
usage and implementation.
 
Chapter 9 and 10 describe how to build and design ASIC/SoC. It talks about chip micro-architecture,
partitioning, datapath, control logic design, and other aspects of chip design such as clock tree, reset tree, and
EEPROM. It also covers good design practices, things to avoid and adopt, and best practices for high-speed
design. The second part of the book is devoted to System architecture, design, and IO protocols.
 
Chapter 11 talks about memory, memory hierarchy, cache, interrupt, types of DMA and DMA operation.
There is Verilog RTL for a typical DMA controller design that explains the scatter-gather DMA concept.
Chapter12 describes hard drive, solid-state drive, DDR operation, and other parts of a system such as BIOS,
OS, drivers, and their interaction with hardware. Chapter 13 describes embedded systems and internal buses
such as AHB, AXI used in embedded design. It describes the concept of transparent and non-transparent
bridging.
 
Chapter 14 and chapter 15 bring in practical aspects of chip development - testing, DFT, scan, ATPG, and



detailed flow of the chip development cycle (Synthesis, Static timing, and ECO). Chapter 16 and chapter 17
are on power saving and power management protocols. Chapter 16 has a detailed description of various
power savings techniques (frequency variation, clock gating, and power well isolation).
 
Chapter 17 talks about Power Management protocols such as system S states, CPU C states, and device D
states. Chapter 18 explains the architecture behind serial-bus technology, PCS, and PMA layer. It describes
clocking architecture and advanced concepts such as elasticity FIFO, channel bonding (deskewing), link
aggregation, and lane reversal. Chapter 19 and 20 are devoted to serial bus protocols (PCI Express, Serial
ATA, USB, Thunderbolt, and Ethernet) and their operation.

Appendix B covers FPGA basics, and Appendix D covers SystemVerilog Assertions (SVA).
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Most helpful customer reviews

14 of 17 people found the following review helpful.
A traditional teach by example book
By Yi-Chen Li
After 13 years of coding Verilog, I bought this book after a quick glance at the TOC, I have worked on most
IPs described in the book. So my motivations: 1. It might be a good summary of references, and a place to
find overlooked constraints. 2. I just want to know how others might have coded it.

I didn't end up using this as a reference book in my daily practice, for these reasons:
a. A few years of SystemVerilog has changed my design style quiet significantly. Reading this book and the
classical RTL in it feels like reading my old codes.
b. It's a thick book, but not enough details in each industry standard, many "features" are 2-3 pages of
commonly found materials out there.

Said that, I should also rate this book by its educational content, here are the pros:
1.The author is not shy in sharing good design practices with the readers. All of his design tips are valid and
used in the industry. In start-ups, we sometimes break those guidelines to push for innovation boundaries.
2. It has enough examples to show you how most building blocks are coded. Good for designers who want to
learn intuitive HW coding.
My conclusion:
The book does not teach Verilog, it uses Verilog for some HW design examples. So to lean (System)Verilog,
I will recommend a different book from Sutherland. The book can provide some background reading for
standard systems, but all of them are evolving rapidly.

5 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
Must have book for Digital and System Design
By Twisampati Mitra
There are probably hundreds of books on Chip Design and related areas with various types of readers in
mind. The types of readers may fall into following categories - Experts, Technicians, Technical Managers
and Non-Specialists, and the book content may range from a very specific area to very general big picture.

However, if you want to read only one book that deals with all aspects of chip/system design, written and
organized in a way that addresses most types of readers, then this book is it! Just get "Advanced Chip Design
with Practical Examples in Verilog" by Kishore Mishra and you are all set! Seriously...

This is the first book I came across that pays equal attention to details of "Digital Design" and "System
Design." Gone are the days of designing the best chip possible and then let the system designers decide what
usage the users would like to apply the system for. Today the chip design has changed - first find usage users
would love, define system architecture for it and then design the chip(s). In other words, a designer now is
both a system and chip designer. I recommend this book because it deals digital chip design and system
design holistically.

I like the organization of the book. In the first ten chapters (Section I), Kishore first trains on the language of
hardware design (Verilog), followed by the basics of digital design and advanced concepts of digital design.
It then describes architecture of ASIC/SoC and finally, ends the section with nuggets of good design
practice. In the next ten chapters (Section II), Kishore dedicates the entire section to System related concepts.
In this section, he has also included Embedded Systems, ASIC/SoC Testability, Chip development flows and
tools, power management and optimization techniques, Bus technologies and I/O protocols. Finally, the icing
on the cake includes - further reading resources, a 101 on FPGA, Testbench for Verification, SystemVerilog



Assertions (SVA) and he didn't even forget the non-specialist readers by providing a Glossary at the end!

I just bought one couple of months back and I strongly recommend it for your personal library. You can use
the examples as a guide to your real work, you can browse through the chapters to refresh or learn design
concepts, you can use it to teach others, or you can just keep it for those times when you just want to refer to
some aspect badly.

You will be glad it's there handy for anytime you need it!

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
Outstanding for Beginners and Self Study as Embeds Change the Game
By Let's Compare Options Preptorial
Embedded chip design has greatly changed the old game, where a few LSI geniuses created "do it all" ICs
and downstream engineers worked (with and around!) the chip's objectives and constraints. Today, the
application is key and very specialized, and with FPGA's, even the "end users" are part of the design process!
Design at the end? Has to be some kind of oxymoron.

The book, in 700 pages, doesn't go into depth in any given area. For example, if you've got race conditions or
other problems to contend with in parallel, you'll find a few pages on that topic with encyclopedic - glossary
level information but not tutorials or specific code. On the other hand, numerous pipeline sections cover the
essence of parallel, piece by piece.

This book is outstanding for beginners, as an overview, as an encyclopedia, and certainly a reference to
brush up on the latest trends. There is no copyright date as a print on demand, and over the past year I've
noticed the author has updated the file at various times, so you're getting the best of that technique if you buy
this new. Which brings me to price: at $35 US, the content/value for this text is off the charts. Similar books
(there are not many this comprehensive and up to date) run over $200. This is not organized pedagogically
for learning, but more as a section by section reference to go as deep as you need to into individual topics.
Each one is covered in about half a page to a page and a half, so there are over 1,000 topics covered!

My one gripe is that the index is very tiny compared to the content. The TextExtras dot com website is
preparing an extensive free searchable page index (you have to prove you bought the book) that's ten times
the size of the native version you get with the book, and membership is free. I think either the publisher or
author had to support this but am not sure; at least there is a solution for my only gripe! To make up for that,
there IS a great little glossary, which authors tend to leave out these days due to wiki-- a mistake in my
opinion as it's way more convenient to have it all in one place-- kudos to the author for this thoughtfulness.

Highly recommended. Yes, some of the material starts at the basics, but it is ALL detailed and helpful, with
more REAL WORLD examples than any other reference I've used. I'm an embedded chip and DSL engineer
for robotics and have moved out of auto into medical recently. For those who knock it as not sophisticated
enough for advanced designers, well, you have a point as you've got to sacrifice a little depth for breadth in a
field that could cover as many books as chess (500 for a master, 1,000 for a grandmaster). What those little
dingers are missing is the price-- regardless of your level, at this price, it's a must have even for those of us
that do this all day in my opinion. And don't get turned off by the Verilog, I'm a VHDLer, PSpicer etc., and
found it just as helpful. It is NOT a "Learn Verilog" book by any means, but at this price, will definitely give
you many specific code ideas well worth studying and trying.

PS: The author's also fun, using a lot of intuitive examples, like the lines at Safeway for parallel!

See all 22 customer reviews...
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